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5. Status and Conclusions
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MOTIVATION
● Standard Model accommodates CP violation through the CKM
matrix.This mechanism has to be validated.
Unitarity property of the matrix →  Unitarity Triangles (UT):
● LHCb will measure:
– CP violation in the Bs system
– all phases: β, γ, δγ, (β+γ),…
– one side: ∆ms
➥ Over-constrain the unitarity triangles.
Understand CP violation in the framework of the
Standard Model.
– Currently the UT is weakly constrained
(ε, |Vub|, |Vcb|, ∆md)
– Will be improved in ~2005:
• ∆ms? (HERA-b, CDF/D0)
CP violation in the Bd system:
• β  (BaBar, Belle, CDF/D0, HERA-b)
• α? (BaBar, Belle, HERA-b)
– Significant theoretical uncertainties on





VudVub + VcdVcb + VtdVtb = 0
















































● 2nd motivation is related to the evolution of the Universe.
The disappearance of the antimatter component requires CP violation.
But, the CP violation from the Standard Model is too small.
➥ Additional sources of CP violation are needed.
They might find their origin in supersymmetric models
● LHCb is a promising place to study new physics.
Complementary approach to ATLAS and CMS.
● LHCb will measure:
– The phase β, γ using different decay modes.
– Branching ratio of rare decays such as: Bs → µ+µ−, Bd,s → K*0µ+µ−,…
These measurements couple with the unitarity checks of the CKM matrix





β, γ, (β+γ), δγ,...
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TIME DEPENDENT DECAY RATE ASYMMETRY
●
● ≡ ≡ †
↓ Visible BR
2β 3.6×10−5
2β + 2γ 0.7×10−5
2δγ 5.4×10−5
†. When more than one amplitude contributes to the decay:
ACP τ( )
Γ Bd,s0 f CP→( ) τ( ) Γ Bd,s0 f CP→( ) τ( )–
Γ Bd,s0 f CP→( ) τ( ) Γ Bd,s0 f CP→( ) τ( )+
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------= 0≠
CP Violation
CP B0| 〉 B0| 〉=




ACP τ( ) B0
B0
fCP 2 φM φD+( )[ ] ∆mτ( )sinsin±











Bs0 J ψφ⁄→ A CP = +1( )A CP = –1( )---------------------------- δ1 ∆ΓS, ,
ACP τ( ) A f CPdir ∆mτ( )cos A f CPmix ∆mτ( )sin+=
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TIME DEPENDENT DECAY RATE ASYMMETRY…
● When the final state is not a CP eigenstate:
Visible BR
−2δγ + γ 0.9×10−5





















● Dalitz plot analysis:
● Branching ratio measurements:
● New strategies are proposed to measured γ.
They are under evaluation.
Visible BR
β+γ T−+, T00, P+−, P−+ 5.5×10−5
Visible BR
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● Particle identification [RICH]:
– K/π separation > 3σ in the momentum range of the experiment
● Resolutions [Vertex detector, Tracking chambers]:
– Momentum ≈ 0.3%
– Impact parameter ≈ 40 µm
– Decay-time ≈ 0.03 τB (43 fs)
● Tagging:
– Efficiency (K, e, µ) ≈ 40%
– Dilution factor ≈ 40%
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RUNNING CONDITIONS
Low Luminosity: 2×1032 cm−2s−1
• Tunable locally although ATLAS and CMS work at high luminosity
– Ensures long physics programme
– Guarantees physics results from the beginning of LHC
• Clean event:
– ~0.3 interactions/BC
• Highest statistics of B’s ever collected:
– 4.5×1011 Bd+Bd produce per year







Importance of particle identification
Branching ratio: Bd π+π−→ 0.7
5–
×10 K± π+−→, 1.5 5–×10= =
Bs K+K−→ 1.5
5–
×10 K± π+−→, 0.7 5–×10= =
b)a)Without RICH With RICH




Bs → DsK (γ−2δγ)
Major background: Bs → Dsπ (No CP violation)





























































With RICHWithout RICHWit t RICH With RI H




Bd → ρπ → π+π−π0 (β+γ), |P|, |T|,...








Bd ρ+π−→ ~1000 Br 4.4
5–
×10( )
Bd ρ−π+→ ~ 200 Br 1.0
5–
×10( )








Bs → Dsπ (∆Ms, ∆Γs)
Importance of decay-time resolution
➥ Measurement of ∆ms with a significance > 5, up to 48 ps−1 (xs=75)





























 = 30 ps−1
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SUMMARY OF THE PERFORMANCES
Sensitivity per year of data taking:
LHCb
Lum=2×1032
σ(sin2β) 0.02 when β = 20°
σ(Adir) 0.07
σ(Amix) 0.09
σ(β+γ) ~2° Ifwhen α=90° and δ=30°
σ(β+γ) 2°–5° Preliminary:Backg. not included in the fit
Depends on the value of β+γ
σ(2β+γ) ~9° when |2β+γ| < 25°
σ(δγ) 0.6°–1.4° depends on the value of ∆msSM expectation: ~1°
σ(γ−2δγ) 6°–13° Depends on the value of:  • γ−2δγ
• strong phase shift difference
σ(γ) 4°–19° Depends on the value of:  • γ
• strong phase shift difference
xs reach <75 Significance > 5
~6 SM expectation BR = 3.5×10−9
|Vts| 26×10
3 evts.






































● Technical Proposal approved in September 98
● Preparing Technical Design Reports:




– Muon } from now on to 2002– Vertex
– Inner tracker
– Trigger + DAQ
● Construction: 2001–2003
● Ready for the first collision of the LHC
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CONCLUSIONS
● LHCb is an opportunity to understand the CP violation
in the framework of the Standard Model
and BEYOND.
● LHCb fully exploit the physics from the beginning of the LHC
